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Executive summary
For years, Germany has hyped hydrogen as the centrepiece of a climate-neutral economy 
and the EU has welcomed this alleged ‘miracle gas’ with open arms. Germany's influential 
role in setting the EU's agenda has contributed to hydrogen being now at the core of EU 
climate and industrial policies, and Brussels plans to spend billions in public subsidies to 
spur Europe’s hydrogen sector.

This hype ignores several dirty facts. First, 99 per cent of today’s globally produced hydro-
gen is ‘grey’ hydrogen made from fossil fuels, with annual CO2 emissions exceeding those 
of the entire country of Germany. Second, fossil-based ‘blue’ hydrogen, which is being 
promoted as a ‘low-carbon’ alternative, has a climate footprint that is nearly as bad when 
its total emissions are taken into account. Finally, even ‘green’ hydrogen, which is consid-
ered ‘carbon free’ but accounted for only 0.04 per cent of global hydrogen production in 
2021, comes with serious challenges and risks. It is energy inefficient, behaves as a potent 
indirect greenhouse gas, and production on a large scale requires vast amounts of land, 
water and renewable energy. Its production can fuel ‘green grabbing’ – the appropriation 
of land and resources for environmental ends. An inflated demand for hydrogen is also 
being used as a Trojan horse to prolong the use of fossil fuels.

More and more experts are thus warning that an energy economy focused on hydrogen 
will actually increase emissions. The German Advisory Council on the Environment, for 
example, an expert advisory body of the German government, has stated that hydrogen 
“cannot play an overarching role” in solving the climate crisis.

Why then does hydrogen enjoy such a privileged position in German and EU politics 
today? Who is driving the German hydrogen craze, and who is benefitting from it? And 
what are the likely impacts for prospective green hydrogen export countries? These are 
the questions addressed in this report.
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Key findings

 ■ Behind Germany’s hydrogen dash lies a broad network of companies, industry 
associations and consultancies. More than 100 German businesses have been identi-
fied as key players along the value chain for green hydrogen. Many of them are from or 
have ties to the fossil fuel and other polluting industries, and they are jumping on the 
hydrogen bandwagon to lock in harmful infrastructure as well as production and con-
sumption models.

 ■ Germany’s hydrogen lobby employs hundreds of lobbyists and spends millions 
on influencing German politics. Chemical giant BASF, for example, a large user and 
producer of fossil hydrogen, had a lobby budget of €3.8 million in 2021 and currently 
employs 24 lobbyists. Germany’s largest energy lobby group BDEW, whose member 
companies are responsible for 90 percent of fossil gas sales in Germany and who are 
betting on hydrogen to stay in business, has 51 lobbyists and a lobby budget of €7.1 
million in 2021. Such lobby power allows the hydrogen industry to follow and influence 
complex regulatory processes and to secure lobby meetings with key decision makers.

 ■ Like past German governments, the current coalition of Social Democrats, 
Greens and Liberals grants privileged access to the gas lobby, a driving force behind 
the hydrogen hype. From December 2021 to September 2022, high-ranking government 
officials met with gas lobbyists on average once a day. These meetings included several 
behind-closed-door conversations about hydrogen with lobbyists from fossil fuel majors 
like RWE, Equinor and Wintershall Dea as well as engineering giants like Siemens Energy 
(which manufactures gas pipeline components and electrolyser plants to produce 
green hydrogen) and MAN Energy Solutions (a subsidiary of car behemoth Volkswagen, 
which produces electrolyser components and engines for the automobiles and ships 
that it plans to fuel with hydrogen).

 ■ The hydrogen lobby has co-drafted the German H2Global public funding 
scheme. This scheme arose from the Business Alliance for Energy, an industry-only fo-
rum created by the German Ministry for Economic Development and Cooperation that 
paves the way for the early involvement of industry in the Ministry’s hydrogen strategy. 
The Hydrogen and Fuel-Cell Association (DWV), an influential lobby group in the hydro-
gen sector, seems to have played a key role in drafting the concept for H2Global. The 
German government has allocated more than €4 billion (following an initial endowment 
of €900 million) to the funding scheme to spur green hydrogen exports to Germany.

 ■ The German government’s main hydrogen advisory body, the National Hydrogen 
Council, is dominated by corporate lobbyists who steer Germany’s hydrogen policy in 
the interest of their profits. These 25 experts include representatives from 15 companies 
from across the hydrogen supply chain: gas company Linde, grid operator Open Grid 
Europe, car manufacturer Daimler Truck, chemicals producer Covestro, and so on. The 
two environmental NGOs on the Council can always be overruled, and global justice 
groups are completely absent from the body despite Germany’s dependence on hydro-
gen imports.

 ■ Germany’s recent shift to blue hydrogen has been one of the lobby’s biggest 
wins. Unlike Germany’s 2020 hydrogen strategy, the updated version (which was being 
finalised at the time of writing), explicitly foresees the use and public funding of fos-
sil-derived blue hydrogen. Projects to import blue hydrogen and its derivatives are 
already in the planning, for example with both Norway and the United Arab Emirates. 
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As its carbon balance can be worse than the ‘traditional’ burning of coal, oil and gas, the 
scaling up of blue hydrogen risks driving up emissions. Some experts warn that invest-
ments in blue hydrogen are worse than inaction on climate change, not least because 
they lock in the fossil fuel economy.

 ■ Germany has established hydrogen alliances and partnerships with at least 26 
potential export countries, many of them in the Global South. Berlin plans to cover two-
thirds of its future green hydrogen demand with imports and is set to become Europe’s 
biggest importer of the gas, with an estimated 60 to 70 per cent share of the future EU/UK 
import demand. German corporations are keen participants in this global quest, and accom-
pany ministers whenever they go on hydrogen missions.

 ■ German-backed green hydrogen projects abroad follow colonial patterns. Resources 
are appropriated while negative impacts like ecological damage and energy scarcity are con-
veniently outsourced. Conflicts over land and water use are already becoming apparent and 
could intensify over the next years. There are also concerns about the livelihoods of fishing 
communities as a result of mega ports and other export infrastructure, as well as pollution 
from the waste of the desalination plants that are needed to obtain water for green hydro-
gen production in arid regions.

 ■ A shocking example of human rights violations connected with green hydrogen 
projects is Saudi Arabia’s planned megacity Neom, where Thyssenkrupp will install a huge 
electrolyser to produce hydrogen for export. Ancient tribes have been forcibly evicted from 
their land to make way for Neom. Several protestors have been sentenced to death because 
of their resistance to the eviction, and one of them was shot dead by security forces in April 
2020. Nonetheless, the 2021 German-Saudi Arabia hydrogen cooperation seeks to imple-
ment joint projects in Neom. Such cooperations risk the reproduction and legitimisation of 
authoritarian regimes in the name of sustainability.

 ■ Hydrogen projects in the Global South tend to be centralised mega projects and lack 
civic participation. A mapping of 27 mostly African countries could not identify a single 
hydrogen project in which the community was consulted prior to the decision to proceed 
with the project. A small group of political and economic elite is likely to profit from these 
top-down processes.

 ■ While the German state-industrial complex has lobbied to delay the EU’s sustain-
ability criteria for green hydrogen, it has developed nice-sounding standards to create 
acceptance for green hydrogen projects abroad. But these standards apply only to a few 
select sites, and they ignore key issues such as communities’ prior and informed consent. 
Community organisers have criticised the prospect of green enclave projects that will not 
become an integral part of their economies due to the lack of local ownership.

This report concludes that the looming hydrogen colonialism in the EU and Germany fails 
to deliver on global justice and energy democracy concerns as much as it fails to deliver 
on its key promise: to help tackle the climate crisis. Instead, there is a real risk that the 
hydrogen race will delay action to structurally decarbonise the economy: for example, 
increasing the energy efficiency of buildings (rather than heating homes inefficiently with 
hydrogen), transitioning to agroecological farming (rather than just greening synthetic 
fertilisers) and reducing traffic (instead of wasting energy on hydrogen-powered cars).

It is time that social justice and climate movements stand up against project hydrogen 
and the damage it will likely cause to communities and the planet.
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It was yet another human rights crackdown in Saudi Arabia. In autumn 2022, three men 
were sentenced to death; two others had been given 50-year prison sentences. All they 
had done was to protest their eviction from their homes to make way for Neom, the 
regimes’s planned megacity. “These shocking sentences [...] show the Saudi authorities’ 
callous disregard for human rights, and the cruel measures they are prepared to take,” 
commented human rights group ALQST.1 The group had long called on businesses in-
volved in Neom to either use their leverage with the Saudi authorities to quash the unjust 
verdicts or to withdraw from the project.2

In September 2022, around the time of the verdicts, representatives of one German corpo-
ration active in Neom had indeed travelled to Saudi Arabia. Top bosses from engineering 
giant Thyssenkrupp, which will install an electrolyser to produce hydrogen in the mega- 
city, were part of a business delegation accompanying German Chancellor Olaf Scholz to 
the Gulf. The goal of this “energy shopping tour,”3 as the trip was framed by the Left oppo-
sition party, was to grant German industry access to hydrogen projects in Saudi Arabia as 
well as to hydrogen exports leaving the country. The grim human rights situation appar-
ently did not dampen  spirits, and the German delegation’s mission was accomplished. 

Welcome to Germany’s brave new hydrogen world.

How Germany shapes this new hydrogen world will have serious repercussions on the EU 
level. Germany’s strategy on this trendy gas “has had the strongest influence on hydrogen 
discussions in Brussels,” says a former researcher from climate think tank E3G.4 Again and 
again, the German government – in close cooperation with the pro-hydrogen fossil fuel 
lobby – has used its influence to push hydrogen on the EU level, for example, during the 
German Presidency of the EU Council in 2020.5

As a result, hydrogen has become a cornerstone of EU policies and the EU plans to spend 
billions in public subsidies to spur its hydrogen sector. The bloc’s REPowerEU plan set the 
EU’s 2030 targets for green hydrogen to 20 million tonnes, with one half to be produced at 
home and the other half imported.6 Compare that with the less than 0.04 million tonnes 
of green hydrogen that were produced globally in 20217 and you get an idea of how 
impossibly high that target is. The EU also plans to scale up hydrogen infrastructure, and 
the gas industry is lobbying for a ‘Hydrogen Backbone’ that would include 53,000 kilome-
tres of hydrogen pipelines – partly retrofitted fossil gas infrastructure and partly new – by 
2040.8 Again, this would be a massive ramp up from the mere 2,000 kilometres of pipe-
lines that are currently able to carry hydrogen in Europe.9
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Germany’s hydrogen strategy will also have impacts on global supply chains and trade 
routes. While the government is investing heavily to produce green hydrogen at home, it 
plans to cover two-thirds of its future demand for the gas with imports. In fact, Germany 
is set to become Europe’s biggest hydrogen importer, with an estimated share of 60 to 
70 per cent of the future combined EU/UK import demand.10 This explains why German 
politicians have been touring the globe to sign deals with potential export countries over 
the past months.

This phenomenon is reason enough for Corporate Europe Observatory to unpack the 
German dash for hydrogen. Who is driving it and who is benefitting from it? How ‘green’ 
is Germany’s hydrogen economy? What are the likely socio-economic and ecological 
impacts in prospective green hydrogen export countries, many of which are in the  
Global South?

These are some of the questions addressed in this briefing. But let us start with some 
basics: the difference between the hype and reality of hydrogen.
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Germany and the EU have been hyping hydrogen for years, promoting 
it as the centrepiece of a climate-neutral economy. Think for example 
about steel production, which could become less polluting if hydrogen 
was burned instead of coal, or imagine decarbonising shipping or avia-
tion. As German Chancellor Olaf Scholz claims: “Hydrogen technologies 
determine the success of the energy transition and thus the entire 
transformation of our economy towards climate neutrality.”11 Media 
outlets sometimes call hydrogen the “green miracle gas”.12

But this rhetoric ignores a key fact: today, 99 per cent of globally 
produced hydrogen is made from fossil fuels – the largest contributor 
to greenhouse gas emissions and thus to the climate crisis. Amongst 
other things, this so-called ‘grey’ hydrogen is used for making am-
monia fertilisers and chemicals like methanol. Shockingly, hydrogen 
production was responsible for over 900 million tonnes of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) emissions in 2021.13 This is significantly more than the 
CO2 that was emitted by the entire German economy that same year 
(675 million tonnes).14

99%

0.7%
0.04%
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Then there is ‘blue’ hydrogen, which is also produced from fossils, mostly gas. In 2021, it 
accounted for 0.7 per cent of global hydrogen production.15 To create blue hydrogen, CO2 
emissions from the production process are captured and stored underground, which 
is why it is often described as a ‘low-carbon’ gas. But this framing ignores several dirty 
truths, including the fact that blue hydrogen’s total greenhouse gas emissions, which 
include methane, are only moderately lower than those of grey hydrogen (see box).

Blue hydrogen is produced from fossils, mostly gas. 
But unlike during the creation of grey hydrogen, 
CO2 emissions from the production process for blue 
hydrogen are captured and stored underground. 
This is called CCS: ‘carbon capture and storage’. If 
the captured CO2 is used further, it is called ‘carbon 
capture, utilisation and storage’ (CCUS).

Due to this storing away of atmospheric CO2, 
blue hydrogen is often described as a low-carbon, 
low-emission or even CO2-neutral gas. But this 
framing ignores three inconvenient truths:

 ■ CCUS includes ‘enhanced oil recovery’ (EOR), 
which entails injecting the captured carbon into 
depleted oil and gas fields in order to pump out 
– and ultimately burn – previously unextractable 
fossils. Nearly three-quarters of all globally cap-
tured carbon is used for EOR, resulting in even more 
emissions.16

 ■ Even without enhanced oil recovery, emis-
sions from blue hydrogen are only moderately 
lower than emissions from grey hydrogen. There 
are two reasons for this: first of all, CCS technologies 
can only capture a fraction of the produced CO2; 
and furthermore, a great amount of additional gas is 
used to power the technology, leading to increased 
methane emissions. Methane is a powerful green-
house gas that increases global warming many 
times more than CO2 emissions. It escapes when 
fossil gas is extracted and transported. When all CO2 
and methane emissions are added up, including the 
upstream ones that occur prior to the CCS process, 
the climate footprint of blue hydrogen is “more than 
20 percent greater than burning natural gas or coal”  
directly, according to the calculations of US  

The dirty truth about CCS  
and blue hydrogen

scientists Robert Howarth and Mark Jacobson.17 
“Hydrogen from fossil gas is a terrible idea,” they 
conclude.18

 ■ Even though the industry has been devel-
oping CCS/CCUS for 50 years thanks to generous 
public subsidies, there are hardly any real-world  
projects. According to the International Energy 
Agency there are just 35 commercial CCUS projects 
globally.19 These projects currently capture 45 mil-
lion tonnes of CO2 a year, and this is projected to rise 
to 220 million tonnes in 2030.20 This is just 0.6 per 
cent of the 36.6 billion tonnes of CO2 emitted from 
fossil fuels in 2022.21 CCS turns out to be an empty – 
and expensive – promise.

In short, CCS/CCUS and blue hydrogen are expen-
sive greenwashing exercises designed to actually 
drive up the consumption of coal, oil and gas, rather 
than phasing them out.22
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Finally, there is ‘green’ hydrogen, produced through a process called water electrolysis 
that uses electricity to split water into hydrogen and oxygen. If the electricity is derived 
from renewable energy sources like sunlight or wind, the hydrogen is considered ‘green’. 
In 2021, only 0.04 per cent of globally produced hydrogen was produced with water elec-
trolysis, according to the International Energy Agency.23 

“The fossil fuel industry is lobbying heavily for the production of hydrogen. 
Because they know that in the short to mid-term most of the hydrogen that 
will be produced will be grey or blue, coming from gas.”
Hamza Hamouchene | North Africa Programme Coordinator at the Transnational Institute24

 In short, green hydrogen is very rare – and will continue to be so for some time. This is one 
reason why more and more experts warn that “overhyping hydrogen [...] risks endanger-
ing net-zero goals” as the leading science journal Nature put it in November 2022.25 An 
intensely heightened demand for hydrogen will likely lead to the higher consumption of 
grey and blue hydrogen produced from fossil fuels; this has been shown to have an even 
worse carbon balance than the ‘traditional’ burning of coal, oil and gas.26

 
Green hydrogen: the not-so-holy Holy Grail of the energy transition

But even green hydrogen, with its squeaky clean image, comes with significant limita-
tions, challenges and risks:

 ■ Energy losses. Green hydrogen contains only around 70 per cent of the renewable 
energy needed to produce it – the other 30 per cent is lost in the electrolysis process. 
Additional energy losses occur when hydrogen is converted into ammonia for fertilisers, 
for example, or when it is liquified for transport or converted back into electricity.27 Con-
cretely, this is why around five times as many wind farms are required to drive cars that 
run on hydrogen-based e-fuels than are needed for the same amount of battery-pow-
ered electric cars.28 Wasting scarce renewable energy capacity on hydrogen use could 
lead to higher emissions overall when fossil fuel power plants are fired up to fill the 
resulting gaps in the electricity grid.

 ■ Hydrogen is a powerful indirect greenhouse gas. Studies show that hydrogen has 
a bigger indirect climate impact than CO2. When it reacts with other greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere – for example methane – hydrogen increases their global warming 
potential.29 This means that any leakage of hydrogen will fuel the climate crisis – no mat-
ter how it has been produced.

 ■ The adoption of hydrogen risks the delaying of action to structurally decar-     
bonise the economy. The hype around green hydrogen siphons funds and attention 
away from the structural changes needed to tackle the climate crisis: for example, in-
creasing the energy efficiency of buildings (rather than heating homes inefficiently with 
hydrogen); transitioning to agroecological farming (rather than just greening synthetic 
fertilisers); and reducing traffic (instead of wasting energy on hydrogen-powered cars). 
Destructive industries like fossil fuels and aviation can also use the hydrogen hype for 
greenwashing rather than for actually shrinking their dirty businesses.
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 ■ Green grabbing. The production of green hydrogen requires vast amounts of re-
sources: land, water and renewable energy. This can fuel land-use and water conflicts, 
human rights violations, energy poverty and the delay of the de-carbonisation of the 
electricity grid in producer countries. (See the chapter on the Global South's looming 
green hydrogen curse for these and other socio-economic and ecological risks).

 ■ Green hydrogen works as a Trojan Horse to prolong fossil fuels. With unrealisti-
cally high targets for the use of green hydrogen, demand for the gas is likely to outstrip 
supply, allowing grey and blue hydrogen from fossil fuels to fill the gap.

The German Advisory Council on the Environment, an expert advisory body to the govern-
ment, has thus warned against considering hydrogen as the solution for the climate crisis. 
Hydrogen “cannot play an overarching role, but rather a complementary one,” the Council 
stated in 2021.30 In their 2022 report, the scientists on the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) also envisioned a relatively small climate change mitigation role 
for hydrogen.31 

“Hydrogen is just an excuse to continue using fossil fuels.”  
Claudia Kemfert | Climate economist and deputy chair of the German Advisory Council on the Enviroment 32

Why then does hydrogen enjoy such a privileged position in German politics today? Part 
of the answer is big business. Decarbonisation presents an existential risk to German 
corporations, be they automakers, aircraft manufacturers or energy companies. The 
phasing out of fossil fuels means that their pipelines, power plants, airports, combustion 
engines and so on are at risk of becoming stranded assets with little to no value. For these 
industries, hyping hydrogen is the way out: it protects their polluting assets and delays 
meaningful action to decarbonise the economy.
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Meet Germany’s  
hydrogen lobby

Behind Germany’s hydrogen dash lies a broad network of compa-
nies, industry associations and consultancies. Many of them are from 
or have ties to the fossil fuel and other polluting industries, and are 
jumping on the hydrogen bandwagon to lock in harmful infrastructure 
as well as production and consumption models. There is a great deal of 
vertical integration in this market, and some companies are engaged 
in several parts of the hydrogen supply chain. At the same time, there 
are several clusters in the hydrogen lobby worth paying attention to:

 ■ Fossil hydrogen producers: Currently, 99 per cent of global hydro-
gen is produced from fossil fuels. With the awareness that hydrogen 
will be mostly fossil-based in the years to come, today’s producers 
and their fossil suppliers have hyped hydrogen as a silver bullet 
solution for the climate crisis in order to ramp up business. They have 
also branded blue hydrogen from fossil gas as a ‘low carbon’ bridge 
to cleaner hydrogen in the future, de facto continuing gas extraction 
and accepting public funding to this end. Corporate examples include 
American-German company Linde (the world’s biggest hydrogen pro-

THE HYDROGEN SUPPLY CHAIN

 Ship and pipelines

Transport

Industry: steel, chemicals...

Energy storage 
& re-electrification

HeatingGreen  Hydrogen

Fossil Hydrogen
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ducer), Wintershall Dea (Germany’s largest oil and gas firm, and also 
the biggest fossil producer in the Arctic) and global fossil fuel majors 
like BP and Norway’s Equinor.

 ■ Plant and technology manufacturers: Engineering companies 
like Siemens and Thyssenkrupp manufacture components for gas 
pipelines as well as the electrolyser plants that produce green hy-
drogen. Companies including Schaeffler and MAN Energy Solutions 
(a subsidiary of car giant Volkswagen) produce components for the 
electrolyser industry as well as hydrogen-powered engines. While 
there are some small and green companies active in this market, 
many have a pretty dirty track record. Steel giant Thyssenkrupp, for 
example, is responsible for nearly 3 per cent of Germany’s greenhouse 
gas emissions.33

 ■ Gas transporters: The builders and operators of Germany’s gas 
infrastructure want to extend its lifespan, claiming that it will later 
be used for hydrogen. And they want to build even more pipelines, 
import terminals and gas storage facilities. These actors include 
the operators of long-distance transmission grids (like Open Grid 
Europe, ONTRAS and Thyssengas), gas storage operators (such as 
Uniper, Equinor, EWE and VNG) and the companies delivering gas to 
households and other end users (public and private utilities like E.ON, 
RWE and Westenergie). This component of the hydrogen lobby also 
includes the shipping industry, port operators and the companies 
behind liquified natural gas (LNG) import terminals (including Uniper, 
RWE and Gasunie from the Netherlands).

 ■ Hydrogen users – industry: Germany’s industrial giants use 
massive amounts of fossil gas and hydrogen to create other products. 
They place their bets on green and other allegedly ‘low carbon’ forms 
of hydrogen to decarbonise their industries. Examples include steel 
companies like Thyssenkrupp and Salzgitter as well as the chemical 
sector (Germany’s biggest consumer of fossil hydrogen34), which in-
cludes companies like BASF.

 ■ Hydrogen users – utilities: Uniper, E.ON, EnBW (Energie 
Baden-Württemberg) and other electricity producers are betting 
on hydrogen – not only to keep their gas-fired power stations and 
related infrastructure in business but to expand them further. How? 
By claiming that they will initially blend hydrogen with fossil gas 
before making the full switch to hydrogen down the road. However, 
the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) and many other 
experts warn that blending hydrogen into the existing gas grid will be 
costly and impractical.35

 ■ Hydrogen users – transport: Several players in the transport sec-
tor position hydrogen as a fuel that will reduce emissions, particularly 
for the long-distance transport of heavy goods. This includes car and 
truck makers like Daimler Truck, shipping companies like Laeisz, rail 
freight company Deutsche Bahn Cargo and airlines such as Lufthansa. 
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Airport operators such as Fraport in Frankfurt and ports including 
Hamburg and Rotterdam are also active hydrogen lobbyists.

 ■ Hydrogen users – real estate and heating: In order to avoid in-
sulating energy-inefficient houses, the real estate lobby is promoting 
the decarbonisation of the building stock by heating homes with hy-
drogen. This strategy is supported by gas utilities such as E.ON (keen 
to keep profiting from its gas grids) and gas boiler companies like 
Viessmann (known for its greenwashing of boilers that burn fossil gas 
with hydrogen labels). Numerous studies show that hydrogen is not 
fit for heating, as it is very costly and energy inefficient.36 One study 
found that powering boilers with green hydrogen would use six times 
more electricity than the powering of heat pumps.37 

“Hydrogen raises hopes in many industries that they can continue their  
business with a few minor changes.”
Nina Katzemich | Lobbycontrol38

 There is thus a broad alliance of different capital fractions rallying 
behind ‘project hydrogen’. According to the consultancy Guidehouse, 
“over 100 German companies are well-positioned along the value chain 
for green hydrogen”.39 These companies employ hundreds of lobbyists 
and spend millions on influencing German politics. Chemical giant 
BASF, for example, a large user and producer of fossil hydrogen, had a 
lobby budget of €3.8 million in 2021 and employs 24 lobbyists.40 This 
magnitude of lobby power allows the company to follow and influence 
the complex twists and turns of the regulatory process and secure 
lobby meetings with key decision makers. From December 2021 to 
September 2022, BASF met at least 35 times with high-ranking officials 
from the German government to discuss gas issues,  
including hydrogen.41

Revolving door lobbyists

Alongside these individual companies, dozens of German industry 
federations are also drumming up support for hydrogen. Examples 
include the engineering lobby group VDMA (lobby budget €4.3 million; 
93 lobbyists42) and the BDEW, the German Association of Energy and 
Water Industries (lobby budget €7.1 million; 51 lobbyists43). The BDEW 
is Germany’s largest energy association, representing over 1,900 
companies – from RWE to the German branch of French multinational 
Engie.44 Its members are responsible for 90 per cent of fossil gas sales 
in Germany.45 The lobby group enjoys first-rate access to the German 
government, in particular the Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate 
Action led by Robert Habeck from the Greens. From December 2021 
to September 2022, he and other leading officials met 54 times with 
BDEW lobbyists to discuss hydrogen and other gas-related issues. 
Habeck’s party colleague Kerstin Andreae, a former member of Parlia-
ment who has been leading the BDEW since 2019, was almost  
always present.46
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Hiring ex-politicians – who gained invaluable insider knowledge and contacts while in 
public office before entering the revolving door – is an important tactic for the hydrogen 
lobby. Take the example of Stefan Kaufmann, now an advisor to and lobbyist for Thys-
senkrupp; before joining the steel giant in August 2022, Kaufmann, a former parliamen-
tarian from the conservative CDU, was the government’s ‘innovation commissioner’ for 
hydrogen. He attended the meetings of state secretaries from all the different ministries 
dealing with hydrogen47 – a particularly powerful convergence in German hydrogen pol-
itics. “Mr. Hydrogen of the German government,” as the industry called Kaufmann,48 also 
jetted to Australia and Namibia among other places to prepare research grants and to 
set up partnerships.49 Thyssen, which receives lavish public funds for hydrogen research 
and technology development,50 is now able to cash in on Kaufmann’s network and insider 
knowledge.

 
PR merchants and hired gun lobbyists

The lobby also invests heavily in public relations in order to influence decision makers 
and the public discourse about hydrogen. One particularly influential PR merchant is 
Future Gas (Zukunft Gas), which was more appropriately called Future Fossil Gas (Zukunft 
Erdgas) until late 2020. This PR and lobby group has nearly 130 members from the gas 
sector, amongst them associations like the BDEW and companies like Wintershall and 
Uniper.51 It is specialised in PR campaigns that target consumers in the greenwashing of 
fossil gas, for example promoting the (inefficient) use of hydrogen for heating homes and 
fuelling cars.52 “We make sure that gas is present in the minds of journalists, consumers, 
politicians and market partners,” the PR group boasts.53

And then there are the ‘hired gun lobbyists’: professional consultancies that lobby for 
corporations and design influence campaigns for them. While little is known about how 
they work their clients’ messages into the public discourse and political decisions, 
 

Screenshot of the website of the eFuelAlliance. Blue-green colours and allur-
ing landscapes are used to greenwash the image of the alliance’s polluting 
members, amongst them oil giant Exxon Mobil and car producer Mazda 54 

https://www.efuel-alliance.eu/.
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they are clearly involved in hyping hydrogen. One example is the lobby consultancy of the 
former mayor of the city of Hamburg, Ole von Beust (CDU). His agency, Beust & Coll, runs 
several lobby platforms focusing on hydrogen. 55 The eFuel Alliance, for example, pro-
motes the use of hydrogen-based fuels for more than 170 companies, many of them from 
the fossil fuel and automobile sectors. “Our goal is for eFuels to gain political acceptance 
and regulatory approval as a significant contributor to sustainable climate protection,” the 
initiative explains.56 E-fuels are produced in an energy-intensive process based on hydro-
gen and CO2. They are considered too energy-inefficient to be a climate solution for cars, 
trucks and buses57 – despite industry claims to the contrary.

The hydrogen lobby is also active on the EU level, 
where hydrogen-focused lobby groups and initia-
tives have popped up like mushrooms. Their names 
include Hydrogen Europe (considered the most 
influential of them all) and Hydrogen Backbone 
Initiative (a coalition of gas grid operators lobbying 
for thousands of kilometres of new gas pipelines 
to transport hydrogen).58 These groups are heavily 
populated by Germans; for example, nearly 90 of the 
400 members of Hydrogen Europe are from Germa-
ny.59 The lobby group’s head, Jorgo Chatzimarkakis, 
who is considered to be the most influential hydro-
gen lobbyist at the EU level, used to be a Member 
of the European Parliament for the German  
Liberal party.60

World-EU-Germany:  
hydrogen lobbying on all levels

In addition, European and global hydrogen lobby 
heavyweights also show up in Germany. One 
example is PR giant FTI Consulting, notorious for 
promoting fossil fuel interests around the world and 
therefore also a key player in the push for hydro-
gen.61 The firm seems to be responsible for the PR 
around certain hydrogen projects run by German 
companies, for example, Hyphen in Namibia (see 
box on page 27).62 In November 2022, a long-term 
lobbyist from energy company Enertrag, which is 
part of the Hyphen consortium, joined the Berlin 
team of FTI Consulting to beef up the capacity of its 
energy team.63 
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Letting polluters 
run the hydrogen show

Again and again, the German government has willingly helped the hy-
drogen lobby. Germany’s 2020 hydrogen strategy, for example, which 
was released during the final term of Chancellor Angela Merkel (CDU), 
was developed in close cooperation with the fossil gas sector; other 
societal interests were as good as excluded. Only the determined resis-
tance of the Ministry of the Environment prevented the strategy from 
providing a key role for blue hydrogen from fossil fuels.64 This reflects a 
general trend in German politics, with the Ministry for Economic Affairs 
(at that time led by Merkel’s party colleague Peter Altmaier) often in-
tervening in domestic and EU policy decisions on behalf of Germany’s 
biggest corporate players.65

The current government of Social Democrats, Greens and Liberals 
appears to be continuing the tradition of granting privileged access to 
the gas lobby. In the first seven months after taking office in Decem-
ber 2021, Chancellor Olaf Scholz (SPD), Minister for Economic Affairs 
and Climate Action Robert Habeck (Greens), and other high-ranking 
government officials met with gas lobbyists on average once a day.66

“It is a blessing that we have this Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs.”
Marie-Luise Wolff | President of energy lobby group BDEW, about Robert Habeck67 

The meeting list includes several behind-closed-door conversations 
about hydrogen, for example, between Habeck and lobbyists from 
RWE, or with RWE, Equinor and Wintershall Dea together. The list also 
features State Secretary Jörg Kukies, a former banking lobbyist and 
currently advisor to Chancellor Olaf Scholz. Amongst others, Kukies has 
talked hydrogen with the President of Siemens Energy; with Andrew 
Forrest, the Australian billionaire and founder of hydrogen company 
Fortescue Future Industries; with the CEO of MAN Energy Solutions; 
and with the CEO of US-based Air Products, one of the largest produc-
ers of fossil-based hydrogen today.68 This supports what experts have 
told Corporate Europe Observatory in interviews: that “hydrogen is a 
matter for the boss” (“Chefsache”, in German), with an important role 
for the Chancellor’s Office. And, of course, for big business.

Industry representatives appreciate the current government’s craze 
for hydrogen and fossil gas and their privileged access. When Robert 
Habeck spoke at the annual congress of energy lobby group BDEW in 
June 2022, media reported that he was celebrated like a pop star.  
The head of Germany’s largest and dirtiest energy company, Markus 
Krebber of RWE, praised the “superb impulse” that his industry 
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received from the government. The president of lobby group BDEW, which among others 
is lobbying for heating with fossil gas and new LNG terminals, was all praise: “It is a bless-
ing that we have this Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs,” she said.69 

Corporate-government cosiness

Just how close public officials and corporate lobbyists can become, and how the latter 
are systematically invited to shape Germany’s stance on hydrogen, is revealed in internal 
documents from the German Ministry of Research and Education (released in response to 
a freedom of information request). When the Research Minister, Bettina Stark-Watzinger 
from the Liberal Party (FDP), travelled to Australia in May 2022, her ministry teamed up 
with German industry federation BDI and the National Academy of Science and Engineer-
ing (acatec) and invited several captains of industry to come along. “To further forge the 
German-Australian hydrogen partnership and fill it with life, we want to travel to Australia 
together with leading players in the German hydrogen industry,” Stark-Watzinger wrote 
to RWE, Shell, the Port of Rotterdam and others.70 In Australia, the delegation met with 
banks and investors and Australian politicians and had exchanges with the minister. The 
group even composed and jointly chanted a song about hydrogen. 

“The Hydrogen Song, composed especially for the trip,  
was also sung together.”
Report about the joint mission to Australia of Germany’s research minister and a business delegation71

A joint report by the Ministry, the BDI and acatec on the trip’s key “lessons for Germany” 
reads like a corporate wish list, calling for more public funds to encourage hydrogen 
imports from Australia and the expansion of Germany’s gas infrastructure, and paying 
no heed to the high costs and unclear feasibility of transporting hydrogen at long dis-       
tances.72 The report argues: “Without the rapid and unbureaucratic development of 
terminals, pipelines into the hinterland and offtake industries, Germany will lose its cred-
ibility vis-à-vis Australia,” which it warns would make the country’s hydrogen “available to 
other countries”. It also suggests that Germany should adopt Australia’s “can-do spirit” on 
technology neutrality.73 This is PR speech for promoting dirty hydrogen from fossil fuels as 
well as green hydrogen from renewables.

Hydrogen lobby co-drafts public funding instrument

The Ministry for Economic Development and Cooperation, another important player in 
Germany’s hydrogen quest abroad, also cultivates close relationships with the hydrogen 
lobby. In 2019, it created an industry-only forum, the Business Alliance for Energy (Un-
ternehmensallianz Energie, now renamed the Business Alliance for Green Hydrogen). 
Its goal, according to an internal ministry report: “early involvement” of the industry in 
the ministry’s hydrogen strategy “to provide tailor-made instruments for the support of 
private-sector investments and projects” abroad.74 Over 100 companies and associations 
from all over the value chain are involved – from Wintershall Dea and Shell to Lufthansa, 
and from the German industry federation BDI to the German Hydrogen and Fuel-Cell 
Association (DWV).75

One “tailor-made” instrument for the industry that arose from the alliance is the funding 
scheme H2Global. This programme bridges the gap between the high costs at which 
green hydrogen is expected to be sold in the next years, and the lower price that buyers 
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will be prepared to pay. An intermediary will receive money from the German government 
to bridge the cost difference.76 The government has allocated more than €4 billion to 
H2Global, following an initial endowment of €900 million.77 German big business lobby 
group BDI had praise for the programme: “With initiatives like H2Global, the German 
government is on the right track.”78 The BDI knows well that H2Global will not only ensure 
hydrogen imports for German industry, but will also boost exports of German hydrogen 
technologies. As a result, the hydrogen consortia that Siemens, Thyssenkrupp and others 
have set up around the world over the past months (see chapter starting on page 24) will 
also likely benefit from H2Global auctions, which target producers outside the EU.

While more actors have been involved in developing H2Global, the Business Alliance for 
Energy and lobby group DWV appear to have played key roles. “I would like to thank you 
expressly for your commitment and the constructive cooperation with our Corporate 
Energy Alliance,” a parliamentary state secretary at the Development Ministry wrote to 
DWV in 2021, commenting on the association’s concept for what later became H2Global.79 
In essence, the hydrogen lobby has co-drafted a public funding scheme in order to fill its 
coffers.

Germany’s Hydrogen Council: corporations in the lead

Another important body that is dominated by corporate lobbyists is the National Hydro-
gen Council, which was established during Angela Merkel’s last term and advises the 
government on the implementation of the hydrogen strategy. Its 25 experts include 15 
companies from across the hydrogen supply chain: gas company Linde, grid operator 
Open Grid Europe, car manufacturer Daimler Truck, chemicals producer Covestro – and 
the list goes on.80 The Council’s chair is Katherina Reiche of utility Westenergie, which is 
part of E.ON and operates 24,000 kilometres of gas pipelines in the west of Germany.81 
Reiche, a former member of parliament from the CDU, has repeatedly stressed that she 
can achieve a lot through the Council.82  

Companies & other
industry groups
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GERMANY’S  NATIONAL HYDROGEN COUNCIL

Source: Lobbycontrol 83
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On the other hand, the two environmental NGOs on the Hydrogen Council – Friends of 
the Earth Germany (BUND) and Climate Alliance Germany (Klima-Allianz) – can always 
be overruled. There is a complete absence of global justice groups in the body, and its 
only trade union member, the Mining, Chemicals and Energy Industries Union (IG BCE), 
is notorious for resisting climate action and has developed a fossil-fuel-friendly hydrogen 
position together with the chemical industry lobby VCI. Both have called for a bigger role 
for blue hydrogen from fossil fuels in Germany’s overall strategy. 84

A July 2021 report by the Hydrogen Council reflects these power imbalances, which allow 
the hydrogen lobby to simply assert its dominant position. When the Council called on 
the government to make blue hydrogen eligible for funding, all that environmental NGOs 
in the Council were able to do was to publish a dissenting vote.85 

Whereas the scientists on the Council, such as the representative of the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Wind Energy and Energy System Technology, supported the push for more 
blue hydrogen from fossil fuels, other academic positions are not represented there. The 
German Advisory Council on the Environment, for example, another government advisory 
body, is opposed to blue hydrogen: “Even for a transitional period, policy-makers should 
not support fossil-based hydrogen,” the scientists wrote in 2021.86 They are well advised: 
when the full-cycle emissions of blue hydrogen are taken into account, it is dirtier than 
burning coal, gas and oil directly. It thus cannot be a climate-friendly ‘bridge technology’ 
into the future (see box on page 10).
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Not a bridge, but the end 
point? Germany’s shift 
towards blue hydrogen

At the time of writing, the German government was updating its 
hydrogen strategy from 2020. Whereas the former version contained 
loopholes for blue hydrogen, it stated a clear preference for green 
hydrogen. In January 2022, a state secretary from the Ministry of Eco-
nomic Affairs continued to rule out government funding for anything 
but green hydrogen: “Whenever we put money on the table, it will be 
for green hydrogen,” he said. 87

But the updated hydrogen strategy will crystallise the fossil U-turn that 
the hydrogen lobby has been pushing for all along. A leaked draft from 
February 2023 states that the German government sees “the need, 
until sufficient green hydrogen is available, to also use low-carbon 
hydrogen produced from […] natural gas in combination with CCS”. The 
leaked strategy also announces a “Hydrogen Acceleration Act” for 2023 
and the speedy construction of new terminals and other port infra-
structure to import the gas.88

“That blue hydrogen made it into Germany’s updated hydrogen strategy 
is one of the biggest wins of the hydrogen lobby in recent years.”
Neelke Wagne | Climate Alliance Germany89

“This is opening the floodgates,” warned Constantin Zerger of environ-
mental group Deutsche Umwelthilfe in a comment about Germany’s 
wider fossil comeback after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Decisions like 
the resurrection of coal-fired power plants, the approval of new gas 
import terminals and the promotion of hydrogen from fossil gas  
would place a “heavy burden” on the German energy transition,  
Zerger warned.90 

Scientists, too, have sounded alarm bells that in addition to directly 
increasing emissions, scaling up blue hydrogen will risk strengthen-
ing the lock-in of the fossil fuel economy. The CCS technology that it 
requires consists of entirely new infrastructure – capture plants, CO2 
transport pipelines, storage facilities – all linked to fossil fuel production 
sites. This will necessitate large capital investments, making it even 
harder to turn away from the fossil fuel energy system.91 “Government 
investment in these technologies is actually worse than doing nothing 
on climate change,” a public policy think tank from Australia  
has warned.92
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And yet German taxpayer money will soon start flowing. A government proposal for the 
financial support of companies wanting to switch to “climate-neutral production pro-
cesses” lists the use of blue hydrogen as one of the eligibility conditions for funding. A 
priority for green hydrogen is missing from the draft, which was proposed by the Ministry 
for Economic Affairs in December 2022 and is currently under discussion.93 According to 
media reports, the funding programme “will be endowed with an amount in the middle 
double-digit billions”.94 That is a heap of money for fossil hydrogen infrastructure.

Habeck’s blue hydrogen shopping tour

When it comes to imports, Germany has already ‘gone blue’, for example in its partnership 
with Norway. In January 2023, both countries agreed on the delivery of blue hydrogen 
from Norway to Germany: “We will jointly plan the use of hydrogen produced from natural 
gas with Carbon Capture and Storage (blue hydrogen) for a transition period.”95 Green hy-
drogen, they stated, would follow later. German RWE and Norwegian oil giant Equinor say 
they plan to build a new pipeline to transport the gas and store the CO2 “under the sea-
bed of Norway”.96 Environmentalists from Germany and Norway have rejected the plans 
“as another roll backwards towards the fossil past,” stressing that: “Blue hydrogen goes 
hand in hand with natural gas production and fossil infrastructure and ties up money and 
resources that are then lacking in green technologies.”97

“Mr. Habeck is doing a good job for Germany here.”
Martina Merz |CEO of Thyssenkrupp, who accompanied Habeck to the UAE and other Arab states98 

Another example is the United Arab Emirates (UAE). When Robert Habeck visited the 
country in March 2022, 22 major German companies were on board, including Linde, 
Siemens and Thyssenkrupp.99 Several projects to deliver blue ammonia from the UAE to 
Germany were agreed upon (blue ammonia is made from nitrogen and fossil-based blue 
hydrogen, and is used for the fertiliser and other industries). When the first delivery from 
ADNOC (Abu Dhabi National Oil Company) arrived in Hamburg in October 2022, Habeck 
greeted the “low-carbon ammonia from the UAE”100 rather enthusiastically. But according 
to news agency Bloomberg, ADNOC used the CO2 that was captured during the produc-
tion to extract even more fossil fuels with CCUS (see box on page 10).101 ADNOC is very 
open about its CCUS activities, which it wants to massively scale up to give “the UAE a 
major role in the emerging hydrogen market”.102 

Geography Professor Natalie Koch from the University of Heidelberg, who has researched 
the hydrogen agenda of the Gulf Cooperation Council, sees the “risk that hydrogen 
development in the region will become subject to a lock-in effect whereby blue hydrogen 
is not a bridge but the endpoint”. She argues that with the Gulf being “so far away from 
being able to produce green hydrogen,” the idea that hydrogen infrastructure needs to be 
ready when green hydrogen finally becomes a reality is highly problematic. It is worth-
while to quote her at length: “If the myth that blue hydrogen is a minor detour on the road 
to green hydrogen takes hold internationally [...] then these privileged [oil and gas] indus-
tries are especially well positioned to tap into their existing infrastructures to produce 
blue hydrogen for potentially decades. As energy insiders from around the world know, 
once the infrastructure is in place, path dependency has an astonishing power to keep 
people buying even after they realize that the myth of a ‘green’ future has been a  
lie all along.”103 
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The Global South’s 
looming green  
hydrogen curse

Germany plans to cover two-thirds of its projected future green hydro-
gen demand with imports, initially mostly in the form of derivatives like 
ammonia. In fact, Germany is set to become Europe’s biggest importer 
of green hydrogen, with an estimated 60 to 70 per cent share of the 
future combined EU/UK import demand.104 For months, German politi- 
cians have been touring the globe to sign deals with potential export 
countries (see map below). An import strategy is being prepared 
for 2023.

According to the government, Germany’s envisioned imports of green 
hydrogen will also benefit the exporting countries. “The production of 
green hydrogen [...] provides new opportunities for economic develop-
ment, especially for developing and emerging economies that have a 
wealth of renewable energy sources,” claims the Ministry for Develop-
ment. Economic diversification, energy security and job creation are 
also mentioned as benefits.105 At the same time, the Germans have 
taken distance from any notion of energy imperialism. When Economy 
Minister Robert Habeck went on a hydrogen mission to Namibia in 
December 2022, he stated: “The last thing we can accept is a kind of 
new energy imperialism.” Hydrogen exports to Germany should first 
and foremost benefit people in Namibia, he clarified.106 

Source: German government 107

Hydrogen alliances: 
Algeria, Australia, Canada, 
Morocco, Namibia, Tunisia

Hydrogen diplomacy offices
and dialogues: 
Angola, Nigeria ,
Saudi Arabia, Ukraine, 
Kazakhstan, Oman

Energy partnerships and 
dialogues with hydrogen 
as a priority:
Brazil, Chile, China, India, 
Japan, Korea, Mexico, Norway, 
Qatar, South Africa, Turkey, 
United Arab Emirates, Vietnam

Bilateral climate and develop-
ment partnerships with 
hydrogen as a priority: 
Kenya

GERMANY’S GLOBAL HYDROGEN QUEST
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A closer look at Germany’s plans for green hydrogen imports reveals a decidedly less 
equitable scenario. It follows centuries-old colonial patterns, where resources like land 
and water are appropriated for German industry while negative impacts like ecological 
damage and energy scarcity are conveniently outsourced. Even though many green 
hydrogen projects are in a relatively early planning stage and might not be operational for 
a decade (or may never even materialise), conflicts on the ground are already becoming 
apparent and could intensify over the next years.

Land-use conflicts and human rights violations. Wind and solar farms to feed hydrogen 
factories with renewable energy as well as ports and pipelines for hydrogen transport 
need vast areas of land. “When we talk about green hydrogen, we are talking about 
megaprojects, which will cover huge areas,” explains an expert from the German Agency 
for International Cooperation (GIZ). This can lead to the displacement of communities and 
human rights violations. For example, Thyssenkrupp is building a huge hydrogen electrol-
yser to produce green hydrogen in Saudi Arabia’s giga city Neom; repercussions to date 
have included the destruction of villages, the death by shooting of a local who protested 
the demolition, and the sentencing to death of other protestors (see box on page 26). In 
Boegoebaai, a planned port and export processing zone for green hydrogen in South 
Africa (for which feasibility studies seem to be supported by the German government),108 
around 160,000 hectares of land are set to be expropriated and land conflicts have already 
erupted.109 In the Pecém Industrial and Port Complex in Brazil, where a subsidiary of gas 
multinational Linde is involved in a planned green hydrogen export hub, conflicts with 
Indigenous communities around land, water and environmental pollution have been 
reported for years.110 

Water scarcity and conflicts. Many countries on Germany’s global hydrogen map are 
among the most water stressed in the world, including the Gulf States, Morocco, Algeria 
and Tunisia.111 Population growth and climate change are expected to worsen the prob-
lem. As electrolysis requires freshwater, its use for hydrogen production would signify 
an additional new demand. According to Fraunhofer ISI, one of several German research 
institutes that have looked into the likely effects of hydrogen exports, “depending on local 
conditions […] distribution issues may arise, for example, to supply the local population 
with drinking water or to produce food”.112Some communities in African and Latin Ameri-
can countries have therefore suggested that there should be no hydrogen production at 
all in areas with water stress.113 
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In Neom, Saudi Arabia’s controversial planned 
futuristic megacity, Thyssenkrupp will install a 
huge electrolyser to produce hydrogen, which 
will then be transformed into ammonia for 
export.114 Several thousand inhabitants from an-
cient tribes have already been forcibly evicted 
from their land to make way for Neom, which 
aims to become 33 times the size of New York 
City. Villages of the Howeitat tribe have been 
razed to the ground; some 150 Howeitat

Case study: Thyssenkrupp and the dark side 
of Saudi Arabia’s Neom project

Pollution of ocean ecosystems. Sea water desalination plants will be needed to obtain 
water for the production of green hydrogen in arid and semi-arid regions. In addition to 
their high energy consumption, these plants produce hefty amounts of residues that are 
often dumped into the sea where they cause ecological damage. In the Arab Gulf region, 
for example, the disposal of salty wastewater (brine) full of various chemicals is already 
considered a significant risk to local marine ecosystems, including protected ones.120 
Brine dumping and the damage this could inflict on communities has thus been raised as 
a major concern in potential hydrogen export countries such as Tunisia.121 When projects 
involve the construction of new mega ports, there are also concerns about the livelihoods 
of coastal fishing communities.122

Will Germany import  
blood hydrogen from Congo?
In the Democratic Republic of Congo, the 
Australian Fortescue Future Industries 
company wants to produce green hydro-
gen with energy from controversial mega 
dams.123 The Grand Inga hydroelectric 
project on the Congo River would be the 
world’s largest.124 Long opposed by civil 
society, it would displace tens of thousands 
of people and bring high environmental 
costs. German utility E.ON and chemical 

firm Covestro have already committed to 
buying large quantities of Fortescue’s hy-
drogen.125 While the company claims that 
most of this gas will come from Australia, 
it also wants to consider “other planned 
global projects”.126 In Argentina, another 
Fortescue hydrogen project has been 
accused of threatening Indigenous land 
rights and nature.127  

“The hydrogen cooperation [between Germany 
and Saudi Arabia] is devastating both ecologi-
cally and in terms of human rights. The green 
hydrogen is [...] splashed with blood.”

Franziska Müller |  Junior Professor for Globalisation and Climate  

Governance, University of Hamburg115  

community members have been imprisoned 
due to their resistance to the eviction; and 
several have been sentenced to lengthy prison 
terms of up to 50 years or even death. In April 
2020, one of the protestors, Abdul-Rahim 
al-Howeiti, was shot dead by security forces.116 
“They killed him to set an example – anyone 
opening their mouth gets the same treatment,” 
commented Alia al-Howeiti, another member 
of the tribe and exiled activist. “Neom is being 
built on our blood, on our bones,” he added.117 
Nonetheless, the 2021 German-Saudi Arabia hy-
drogen cooperation seeks to implement joint 
projects in Neom.118 To get the ball rolling, the 
German government has provided €1.5 million 
in support for the first Thyssenkrupp electroly-
ser plant at the site.119 
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Energy poverty. Green hydrogen requires a great deal of renewable energy. For example, 
the wind and solar power capacity that is envisioned for the Boegoebaai project alone is 
significantly higher than the sum of all of South Africa’s currently installed electricity ca-
pacity. In countries facing severe energy crises like South Africa, where energy shortages 
and poverty are on the rise, the use of electricity to produce hydrogen for export could 
worsen the situation. As Rainer Baake, the special envoy for Germany’s energy cooper-
ation with Southern Africa said during a side event at the UN climate talks in 2022: “In a 
country where during this year 25% of the hours there was no electricity for the people of 
South Africa, I think it is a little bit ridiculous to use the electricity from wind and solar to 
produce hydrogen derivatives for the European market.”128

Case study: Enertrag, RWE and the Hyphen 
mega project in Namibia
On Namibia’s southern coast, the Hyphen consor-
tium, which includes German renewable energy 
company Enertrag, wants to build a mega wind and 
solar park to produce green ammonia for export.134 
RWE from Germany has already signed up as a 
major buyer.135 The project’s owners stress that 
they are committed to sustainable development 
and will improve power and water supply in the 
region. But environmental scientists have warned 
of negative consequences for the country’s most 
biodiverse region, the Tsau Khaeb national park, 
where the project is located: “Germany is willing to 
make Namibia pay for the destruction of globally 
important ecosystems and biodiversity [...] instead 

of addressing its energy problems at home,” com-
mented Chris Brown of the Namibian Chamber of 
Environment.136 Regional politicians feel excluded 
from the process,137 and a watchdog has sounded 
alarm bells over the non-transparent land tender 
process, the 40-year concession for the project, and 
dodgy investors in the consortium.138 Germany is 
thinking about supporting the project through its 
state-backed development bank, KfW.139 The park 
will be located in the same area where imperial 
Germany imprisoned Nama and Herero Indigenous 
communities in concentration camps and brutally 
exploited diamond mines at the start of the 20th 
century.140

“Why would you sell sunshine in the form of low-cost green hydrogen to 
Germany? Why not invest in low-cost renewable energy for the locals?”
Clyde Mallinson |  Energy expert from South Africa129

Delayed de-carbonisation and lock-in of fossil fuel energy generation. Many of 
Germany’s hydrogen partners produce very little green energy. In the Gulf countries, less 
than 1 per cent of the electricity came from renewables in 2021 (with the exception of the 
United Arab Emirates, with around 5 per cent). Even in the pioneering renewable country 
Morocco, only 20 per cent of the electricity is renewable – compared to twice that amount 
in Germany. 130 There is a danger that the energy transition in hydrogen export countries 
will be slowed down as green electricity is used to produce hydrogen exports, while more 
fossil fuels are burned to cover local needs. Sebastian Vagt of the Friedrich Naumann 
Foundation in Morocco warns: “There is a risk that Germany will get green hydrogen 
from Morocco and become climate-neutral, but that Morocco will burn all the more coal 
and gas.”131 Imane Boukhatem, an energy policy researcher, makes a similar point about 
Algeria, arguing that “it would be more logical and just to prioritize the local energy 
transition needs, as opposed [...] to exporting green hydrogen and consuming fossil fuels 
at home”.132 According to German research institute Öko-Institut, green hydrogen pro-
duction only makes sense when at least 75 per cent of a country’s electricity comes from 
renewable sources – otherwise it leads to higher emissions than the direct burning of 
fossil fuels.133 
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Financial risks. There is a danger that governments will assume the risk for green pro-
jects in the case that they fail; this is what happened at the world’s largest solar plant 
in Ouarzazate, Morocco. This mega project, backed by the German government and 
German companies,141 has been recording an annual deficit of around €80 million – a 
loss that is being covered by the public purse.142 In the case of Hyphen (see box on the 
previous page), the Namibian government may get involved through the financing of up 
to 24 per cent of this gigantic hydrogen project, which has an estimated value of US$9.4 
billion.143 With a GDP of just US$12.31 billion144 this risks significantly increasing the coun-
try’s debt burden. At the same time, projects for the export of hydrogen are often located 
in so-called ‘special economic zones’ with tax breaks for corporations, which lowers the 
revenue share for the public coffers considerably. 

Source: Project website 148

 

THE MASSIVE LAND NEEDS OF GREEN HYDROGEN PROJECTS
EXAMPLE: HYPHEN PROJECT IN NAMIBIA
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The hydrogen project covers
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“Stop making decisions at the central level without consultation or real 
participation of the local communities.”
Carmen Espoz, Santo Tomás University in Santiago, Chile, on Chile’s green hydrogen boom145

Lack of civic participation and benefits to the wider public. Civil society in potential 
hydrogen export countries has criticised their governments’ focus on centralised mega 
projects without the involvement of the local population. Tendering processes have been 
condemned as nontransparent, while local and regional politicians feel excluded from de-
cisions (for example in Namibia’s Hyphen project, see box on the previous page). “We have 
not come across a single hydrogen project with bottom-up participation and consultation 
of the community prior to the decision for the project,” say researchers Johanna Tunn 
and Tobias Kalt from the University of Hamburg.146 Their research pro-ject147 has mapped 
hydrogen projects in 27 countries, mostly in Africa. The bottom line is that a small group 
of political and economic elite is likely to profit from these top-down processes. 
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The Haru Oni project in Chile’s Magallanes region 
produces hydrogen-based synthetic fuel to be 
shipped to Germany. It is run by a consortium 
including oil and gas giant ExxonMobil as well as 
the German Siemens company and luxury car 
maker Porsche. Chilean scientists have warned 
that the many wind farms required for the region’s 
different green hydrogen projects (including one 
by RWE)149 could “mean the sacrifice of migratory 

Case study: Siemens, Porsche and the Haru 
Oni eFuels project in Chile

routes of birds that are in danger of extinction”. The 
scientists also fear that desalination plants and large 
ports could endanger rare species of dolphins and 
whales.150 Porsche wants to use the gasoline in its 
sports cars, and makes the absurd claim that “classic 
and modern sports cars can be part of the solution 
to lower emissions”.151 The German government pro-
vided Siemens with over €8 million for the project.152

Legitimacy for repressive regimes. Several of the governments that are lined up to meet 
Germany’s hydrogen demand are authoritarian. There is a risk that their human rights 
abuses could be whitewashed by such hydrogen partnerships with Germany. Whether in 
Saudi Arabia, Egypt or Algeria, these partnerships convey the message of proactive and 
positive cooperation, yet they are helping to reproduce fossil-based and authoritarian 
economic and political power structures in the name of sustainability.153 In Morocco, a 
hydrogen boom could even reinforce the occupation of Western Sahara. With nearly half 
of its wind and solar energy to come from the occupied territories (with German-Spanish 
Siemens Gamesa as the key provider),154 researcher Joanna Allan explains that “Morocco 
is making itself ever more dependent on the occupied Sahara for its energy needs.” She 
explains that via exports, Morocco will then “implicate Europe and sub-Saharan countries 
as well in this colonial exploitation”.155

Will sustainability standards fix the problems?

Ultimately, is the Global North’s hydrogen quest simply reinforcing a neo-colonial model, 
which has for centuries led to the dispossession of communities, environmental degra-
dation and conflicts? Communities in the Global South are increasingly identifying this 
as a danger. German NGOs and parts of the scientific community have offered sustain-
ability standards as the solution to counter the risks. Several NGOs and research institutes 
have written reports and position papers that include such draft standards, for example 
Climate Alliance Germany, the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation, the Heinrich Böll Foundation 
together with Bread for the World, the Öko Institut, and the Fraunhofer ISI.156

Their work has been echoed by parts of the corporate hydrogen lobby, including Ger-
many’s industry-heavy Hydrogen Council.157 More importantly, the German government, 
in close cooperation with industry, has developed detailed sustainability criteria for the 
H2Global funding scheme for green hydrogen exports to Europe. Exporters have to show 
that their operations are not close to environmentally sensitive areas; they must also 
invest in trainings for employees, follow International Labour Organisation standards, 
refrain from using drinking water in arid areas, and manage waste sustainably when 
desalination is used. They must also invest in kindergartens, schools or hospitals. Further, 
exporters “shall ensure” that no parts of the project “require Forced Resettlement” or that 
“Forced Resettlement has taken place at the site […] within the three years preceding”  
the project.158
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The lobby battle around EU  
standards for green hydrogen
In a fierce lobby battle, Europe’s hydrogen industry 
managed to cripple the EU’s so-called ‘additionality’ 
rules for green hydrogen. Under these rules, the 
production of green hydrogen would have required 
the building of ‘additional’ new renewable energy 
installations – instead of just sucking up scarce exist-
ing capacities. In that way, the green electricity used 
for hydrogen would not be missing from the grid.

German and European hydrogen lobbyists suc-
cessfully lobbied to weaken the rules, which the 
European Commission had formulated as part of the 
delegated acts to the Renewable Energy Directive. 
In 2021 and 2022, they bombarded the Commis-
sion and EU governments with scaremongering 
letters and sign-on statements. In December 2021, 
for example, a group of 22 mostly German corpo-
rations warned Commission President Ursula von 
der Leyen: “If the production criteria are interpreted 
and designed too rigidly, the ramp-up of the much 
needed green hydrogen market in the EU would 
be made significantly more difficult, more expen-
sive and delayed by years.” Amongst other things, 
the companies – RWE, Siemens Energy, Daimler 
Truck, Thyssenkrupp and many more – demanded 
a transition period and a ‘grandfathering rule’ to 
exempt certain hydrogen plants from additionality 
until 2030. “In the ongoing discussion, the European 
Commission needs to decide whether Europe is in 
the global race for hydrogen to win or to watch,” the 
lobbyists warned.159

The German government sided with the lobbyists. 
In December 2021, State Secretary Patrick Graichen 
from the German Ministry of Economic Affairs wrote 
to the Commission: “More flexibility for the criteria of 
additionality of renewable electricity for the produc-
tion of renewable hydrogen is needed, particularly 
in the market ramp-up phase.” Although credible 
sustainability criteria were needed, Graichen argued 
that “during the market ramp-up phase, the em-
phasis should be more on favourable investment 
conditions”.160

The final delegated acts, which the Commission 
published in February 2023, 161 cater for the wishes of 
the hydrogen lobby. They include a transition period, 
according to which additionality requirements will 
only apply from 2028 onwards. Hydrogen projects 
that are running by then will not be required to build 
any new renewable installations before 2038.
 
“I have to say that I find Germany  
very constructive.”
Jorgo Chatzimarkakis | Lobby group Hydrogen Europe,  
on Germany’s position on the delegated acts. 162

As this also applies to green hydrogen imports, it 
means that any electrolyser built anywhere in the 
world prior to 2028 can produce hydrogen consid-
ered ‘renewable’ in the EU, while using up scarce 
renewable energy from the communities’ electricity 
grids. This risks driving the grid towards incorpo-
rating more fossil fuels to fill the gap, exacerbating 
climate change. The sucking up of scarce existing 
energy resources could also increase energy poverty 
on the ground.

Excerpt of one of many lobby letters on the delegated acts. The positions 
that the lobby groups urged the German government to pursue have been 
blackened out by the Ministry of Economic Affairs, which released the 
letter in response to an access to information request.163
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Importantly, these standards will apply to only a few select hydrogen projects that will 
benefit from H2Global funding. And how strictly they will be verified and enforced in 
practice is a whole different story (and currently still up in the air). The fact that both the 
German government and the country’s big businesses have lobbied to water down legally 
binding standards for green hydrogen on the EU level (see box on the previous page) 
should give cause for concern about whether they are truly serious about a socially and 
ecologically just hydrogen economy. 

Nonetheless, the H2Global standards suggest that the German state-industrial hydrogen 
complex is actively trying to create consent for hydrogen – including amongst commu-
nities in export countries as well as NGOs and the wider German public. The draft of the 
government’s upcoming updated hydrogen strategy also mentions “good governance” 
standards as a planned measure “to increase the acceptance of projects”.164 

Germany first, global justice second

At the same time, communities in the South do not want to be fobbed off with such 
standards. “We don’t need small little island pockets dotted around the continent, which 
do not become an integral part of our economy,” said Ulrich Steenkamp, an environmen-
tal justice activist from Johannesburg who is with Earthlife Africa, to German climate ac- 
tivists during a workshop on hydrogen in January 2023. “I’m not talking about hydrogen 
companies building clinics in regions without money for doctors and nurses. I’m talking 
about German car manufacturers building plants in South Africa that use green steel 
from green hydrogen and all of that has been produced here. I’m talking about actually 
amplifying the economic possibilities of the communities that will be impacted by hydro-
gen projects. And I’m talking about true community buy-in, based on public participation 
and free, prior and informed consent,” Steenkamp said.165

Yet exactly this perspective is missing from Germany’s ‘sustainable’ approach to hydro-
gen. Prior and informed consent of communities, for example, is absent from the other-
wise detailed sustainability criteria of H2Global. There are neither requirements for the 
transfer of technology nor obligations for projects to be designed in such a way that pro-
ducer countries will benefit from value creation along the full hydrogen production chain. 
These countries are meant to remain exporters of hydrogen and its derivates – and not, 
for example, exporters of green steel. German chemical lobby group VCI and the chemical 
trade union made it crystal clear in their joint hydrogen position paper: “International 
cooperation and imports of energy carriers are important and rational, but they must not 
lead to the relocation of the value-adding stages of the value chain from Germany.”166

This ‘Germany first’ approach is also reflected in the fact that the tender bids for H2Global 
– meant for hydrogen sellers from outside of the EU – have to be submitted in German, 
and suppliers must show that they have been present on the EU market for  
several years.167
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Climate colonialism going hydrogen

This supports the analysis of Algerian researcher-activist Hamza Hamouchene, who sees 
hydrogen projects in the Global South as “dictated from the outside with a huge push [...] 
for German or European corporations to lead these projects” and to gain the monopoly on 
related technologies.168 This, he says, is climate colonialism: “The agenda is driven from the 
outside with the complicity of the ruling classes.”

Lucio Cuenca, director of the Latin American Observatory on Environmental Conflicts 
(OLCA) agrees: “History is repeating itself. It is an energy transition designed in the North 
without taking into account all its impacts, which again we countries in the South are 
paying for.” He adds: “The industrialised countries and the corporations want to present a 
solution to the climate crisis without changing their consumption patterns and produc-
tion methods. But we must not leave the solution to the climate crisis to corporate power, 
because corporations always seek profit.”169 
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Conclusion

The corporate-driven green hydrogen race unfolding in Germany and 
the EU follows centuries-old colonial patterns: resources are being 
appropriated to fuel Europe’s economy, while negative impacts like 
ecological damage and land conflicts are conveniently outsourced 
to the periphery. In addition, German-European plans for a hydrogen 
economy aim to consolidate and reinforce corporate power structures, 
including a centralised energy system based on large infrastructure in 
the hands of a few powerful corporations.

But the hydrogen hype does not just fail when it comes to global 
justice and energy democracy. It also fails in its key promise: to help 
tackle the climate crisis. Through the de facto scaling up of fossil-based 
hydrogen for years to come, the hype around ‘green’ hydrogen will 
drive up emissions and deepen the lock-in of the fossil fuel economy. It 
also fails to address energy poverty in the midst of a cost-of-living crisis 
and exploding energy bills.

“The real question is: how can we build a society that consumes and lives within the 
sustainable boundaries of the planet? Hydrogen is not the answer and will never be. 
And no other technology will be either. The answer is much more holistic and touches 
on all aspects of the society.”
Imen Louati, Rosa Luxemburg Foundation, Tunis170

It is therefore not surprising that big business and the fossil fuel 
industry love hydrogen. It protects their polluting assets and profits 
– and even provides false justification for their expansion. The hype 
also siphons funds and attention away from much needed climate 
action, which would bite into corporate profits. Hydrogen is a hoax that 
distracts from the real solutions, which include increasing the energy 
efficiency of buildings (rather than heating homes inefficiently with 
hydrogen), transitioning to agro-ecological farming (rather than just 
greening synthetic fertilisers) and reducing traffic (instead of wasting 
energy on hydrogen-powered cars).

It is time that climate and social justice movements stand up against 
the looming hydrogen colonialism of Germany and the EU and the 
damage that the whole scheme will likely inflict on the planet.
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